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MOBLYNCHING OF FOUR DALIT BOYS BY THE COW 

PROTECTION GROUP AT VILLAGE MOTA SAMADHIYALA, 
BLOCK -UNA, DISTRICT GIR SOMNATH, GUJARAT. 

 
 

1. General Information: 
  
Forms of Violence : Attempt to murder and public violence 
 
Related Issue         :  Moblynching  
 
Name of Victims   : Vasharam sarvaiya( 24), Ramesh Sarvaiya(22) 
(Age & Address)      Ashok Sarvaiya(16), Bechar Sarvaiya(26) 

                                            Village- Mota Samadhiyala, P.S- Una, 
                                             District - Gir Somnath, Gujarat. 
 
          Cast                      :  SC- Sarvaiya  
 
          Date of Incident  : 11th July 2016, Time- 11:00 AM. 
 
         Place of Incident  : 3 km away from their house. 
  
         Police Station       :  Una 
  
         District                 :  Gir Somnath  
 
         State                     :  Gujarat  
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         Approached        :  Invoking section- 307 
 
      Date of FIR          : 1st FIR- 11th July 2016 at night. 
                                       2nd FIR- 12th July 2016. 
                                       3rd  FIR- 14th July 2016. 
 
      Case in brief        : On 11th July 2016, seven members of  dalit family were 
                                            skinning the carcasses of dead cow in Mota Samadhiyala 
                                            village near Una in Gir Somnath district of Gujarat. 
                                            They had bought the carcasses from Bediya village. They 
                                            were approached by person in two cars who claimed to be 
                                            member of cow protection group and accused them of killing 
                                            cows. Dalit try to convince them that they were skinning dead 
                                            cows. They were not convinced and tied Dalits to the car and  
                                            beat with sticks, iron pipes and knife. Four of them were 
                                            brought to Una town in car, stripped and assaulted again in  
                                            public. When police arrived, the attackers fled in their cars. 
                                            The assault was recorded on video and circulated on social  
                                            media.The Dalits were moved to hospital in Una and later to 
                                            Rajkot civil hospital on 14th July. 
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DAY- 1 
2nd November 2019 
 
We reached at 8:30 am to Ambedkar Chowk, Una. Vashram bhai’s cousin brother Raju              
came to pick us up. We reached Mota Samadhiyala at 12:30 pm. 
On the first day after reaching we had our lunch then we settled down and interacted with                 
his family members. We met vashram bhai at night 11:00 pm as he had went for                
cremation ceremony of his relative.  
On the same day we went to their field with Vashram bhai’s cousin brother Kanti bhai                
where they used to store leather but now they don’t do that. We saw the cultivation of                 
cotton and maize in their field also the house which was constructed for residing purpose               
but now due to the treat of their enemies they live at their old house.  
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DAY- 2 
3rd November 2019 
 
On the second day we went for a transcend walk with Kanti bhai to the whole village and                  
tried to build rapport with the nearby people for performing community level program.             
We also met one of the victims of the Una incident Ashok Sarvaiya who was the brother                 
of Kanti bhai. We interacted with him in a general manner and tried to know his present                 
condition and health related problems. 
 
 
DAY- 3 
4th November 2019 
 
Fourth day was really important for us we decided to visit the incident place and know                
about this case more closely. Basically this incident happened near the small mountain             
area which was 3 km away from their house. We saw that the cow whose leather they                 
were tanning at the time of incident was totally decayed.  
While returning from there we saw two dead bodies of cows which was killed by lions                
and was smelling very badly.  
On the same day at night we shared about our internship experiences with Vashram bhai. 

 
DAY- 4 
5th November 2019 
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Today we had a group meeting to make plans about conducting a community level              
program for their development and awareness. We discussed about what all should we             
speak in the awareness program and how it would be a success, by making them               
understand our views and ideas about the society and its well being. 
 
DAY- 5 
6th November 2019 
 
We finally did our public meeting and performed community level program which is             
known as Venn diagram, it is one of the PRA methods. 
What actually is PRA? 
Participatory Rural Appraisal(PRA) is an approach used by non- governmental          
organizations and other agencies involved in international development. The approach          
aims to incorporate the knowledge and opinions of rural people in the planning and              
management of development projects and programs. 
We also made them aware about all government schemes at the village levels and also               
about the importance of Gram sabha. 

 
 
DAY- 6 
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7th November 2019 
 
Today we went to a Buddhist cave named Sana cave which was build during Ashoka’s               
period is a tourist place and was 25 km away from their house.  
After returning from their we conducted a small meeting regarding menstrual hygiene            
with adolescent girls of that area and we got to know that the girls in that village don’t                  
use pads as they only use clothes which is very harmful to their health. 
 
 
DAY- 7 
8th November 2019  
 
Today we went to Delwada to Piyush bhai’s house and met his father, mother,              
grandmother and niece who were there at the house at the time of our visit. We had a                  
conversation about the incident but could not get much information as Piyush bhai was              
not at home and they were busy at their own work. 

 
 
 
 
 
DAY- 8 
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9th November 2019 
 
Today we planned to go Thangadh but Rehaan sir said us to stay one more day so, some                  
people near Vashram bhai’s house invited us for tea in the evening and we also had a                 
small talk with them. 
  
DAY- 9 
10th November 2019 
 
We took bus at 7:00 am to Thangadh. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                            CHHOTA UDAIPUR , GUJARAT  
 
DATE-16 NOV 2019 
DAY- (1)SATURDAY 
 
We reached Chhota Udaipur at 3:00 pm in the afternoon. 
 
INTRODUCTION SESSION:- 
The session begins with an introduction. There were only two members present over 
there our resource person and her elder sister.so firstly we four introduced ourself and 
then they gave their following introduction. 
After that our resource person shared some personal issues of their family about her elder 
sister (Savita).she is a widow and she suffered various problems after her husband's death 
and she didn't get any support. Then our resource person told us about her contribution to 
society and a bit of work she does at the village level. 
Owing to these following points this was our first session which was held at home at 
night and then we had our dinner and then we slept. 
 
DATE-17NOV 2019 
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DAY- (2)SUNDAY 
 
Today we visited a nearby jungle for trekking and we saw some local fields. Where the 
villagers used to cultivate rice and cotton. 
 
 
DATE-18NOV 2019 
DAY- (3)MONDAY 
 
ACTIVITY (1)  WE INTERVIEWED THE HEAD OF SHGs GROUPS. 
(TO KNOW THE PROBLEMS OF WOMEN THROUGH SHGs GROUPS). 
 
NAME:- SUSHILA GOSLA 
 
She told us about SHGs (self-help groups)that this is a community-based group with 
10-20 members. They are usually women from similar social and economic backgrounds, 
all voluntarily coming together to save small sums of money, on a regular basis. They 
pool their resources to become financially stable, taking loans from their collective 
savings in times of emergency or financial scarcity.she is ahead of 100 SHGs groups 
from (8 villages). The government gives her 5 thousand for working.SBI bank gives them 
a loan. They have 18 staff and they were working from since 6 years.one group consist of 
7-8 members. The meeting was held 4 times a month. They arrange programs for social 
awareness of women 's.Programs like (KILLING GIRL CHILD or EMPLOYMENT 
RELATED PROGRAMS). 
 
Problems faced by women SHGs: 
(A) Women have little financial independence at home. This makes banks reluctant to 
finance projects lead by such SHGs. 
(B) Low literacy levels in rural areas, especially among women, proves to be a major 
barrier. Makes it difficult for them to not only gather information but also market their 
product effectively. 
(C) Above-mentioned reasons force many women SHGs to middlemen, leading to their 
exploitation. 
(D) The enormous workload on women, especially on account of their familial 
obligations, results in poor productivity of women SHGs. 
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FURTHER PLANS 
Development of women and educate them. 
 
 
DATE-19NOV 2019 
DAY- (4)MONDAY 
PLACE- PALSANDA VILLAGE 
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We visited two Anganwadi with our resource person.

  
 
 
OBSERVATIONS 

● Anganwadi working status reported good 
● Asha Tai and Anganwadi worker reported that there are many cases of 

malnutrition according to their survey. 
Then we visited Dalits house to see their lifestyle and for knowing their problems they 
facing towards the village. 
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NAME:- Ronita ben chhaganbhai Solanki 
VILLAGE:-Kikawada 
OCCUPATION:-Making bamboo handicraft. 
 

 
According to their views. There we observed that there is no much awareness regarding 
education. Mainly girls are educated till eight standards. They mostly do household 
things and earns money. Illiteracy affects an individual in all areas. An illiterate 
individual cannot read and write, and thus cannot join the workforce or may work as 
unskilled labour, lack awareness to make an informed decision which affects them and 
their community.  
The main reason is poverty and lack of knowledge about education and no facilities that's 
why they skipped further education. Many girls said that they will not continue their 
education because they are engaged in agriculture or other activities. 
 
PROBLEMS AND OBSERVATIONS 

● No social involvement of girls 
● Less opportunity to go out and interact 
● If they go to the social event they don't participate. 
● Lack of further educational opportunity 
● Women are limited to do farming 
● Adolescent girls only take up household activities 
● Mostly girls are illiterate.  
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PERSONAL INTERVIEW 
  
NAME : RATHAVA USHABRN SUKHABHAI 
EDUCATION: 12th PASSED 
VILLAGE: KUNDAL 
AGE: 21 YR. 
 
Ushaben works with the kapilaben in silai centre she manages the silai centre in absence 
of kapilaben. Ushaben was going on wrong way so kapilaben guides her as a teacher and 
financially helped her for learning the silai work from the Dalit Shakti Kendra. Now she 
teaches the other women in silai centre. 
 
ABOUT SEWING CENTRE 
 
It is Started from 20 October 2019. There are  11 machines available for silai and the 
price of one machine is 8000 per machine of Arun company. 
Guide: ushaben and kapilaben 
9 ladies come for the learning they are lived in the zoz village. 
Rent of room per month:2000 
Fees of 3-month course: 5000 
Timing:10 am- 1 pm and 2pm-5pm 
 
PROBLEMS 
✓ They need a hostel for a resident to avoid the transportation problem. 
✓ Beauty parlour 
 
 
DATE - 20 NOV 2019 
DAY - 5(TUESDAY) 
NAME: NAYAKA KAPILABEN NAGRUBHAI 
VILLAGE: ZOZ 
EDUCATION: 12th PASSED 
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She has been working from 2014 as a social worker in navsarjan NGO  of 
Ahmedabad.she mostly conduct a small awareness program on women's empowerment. 
 
Problems faced during work:  
People say she does not do good work and she will reveal our information. The talathi of 
villages also not support her for getting data. In villages, she heard bad gossip about her 
because there was no other lady work in their community. 
She gets inspiration by Dalit Shakti Kendra nanidevti Baroda where 8000 fees for 2 
months so she started her own silai centre for women 's in 5000 for 3 months. Early age 
marriage of girls at the age of 18 so they are not interested in education that's why silai 
will work as a livelihood business in their home. She also Helped the old people of 
villages who are unaware of the schemes of Old age pension and similarly Gave silai 
Machine to the 8 women by the scheme. 
 
FURTHER PLANS 

● To Conduct Youth empowerment awareness program in villages regarding 
education and small business for livelihood. 

● To start a hostel for girls those who don't have any source of transport on a daily 
basis. According to her 10 girls are interested in the course of silai but there should 
be the availability of hostel. 

● After she gets married, she is planning to settle in Chota Udaipur and travel daily 
to the silai centre of zoz. 

● To start a beauty parlour centre in zoz village. 
 
LEARNING  
The Zoz village is a tribal belt where people mostly prefer living at a farm so they can get 
the source of healthy food. They are developing their lives and trying to get a good 
education. The older people can't communicate in Hindi whereas some girls who are not 
attending the schools but they know Hindi. We went to the farm of Kapilaben where her 
family residents there. We saw the best coordination between the different animals they 
don't t attacks on each other.kapilaben helps us to visit the places with her like 
Anganwadi, farm so we saw the real situation of the village sector. They have a talent for 
creative working but there were no proper resources so they wouldn't get enough for their 
suitability. 
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VISIT TO VATSALYA FOUNDATION, VADODARA, GUJARAT  
  
 Date- 22nd November 2019 
  
We reached Vadodadra at 1:00 pm and then we took auto to Vatsalya foundation. 
At 2:30 pm we reached there and had a half an hour conversation with Mr. Shyam                
Shundar who is the founder of this foundation and has received many national awards              
and appreciation. He said about his journey from an engineer to the founder of this NGO                
and also designing the pad manufacturing machine with his innovative idea which could             
be easier for everyone to use, even the disabled could use the machine and earn some                
money. 
He also showed how pads are processed for selling and what all products he uses to make                 
sanitary napkins which could be perfectly usable for women. He uses banana fiber             
instead of cellulose fiber or cotton as they are not that much satisfied. He also uses wood                 
pulp in it for better absorbing capacity. 
Then we were sent to Anita ben’s house who is working under this foundation for last six                 
years and provides employment to near by women. 
After visiting that place and having a talk with Anita ben we went to bus stand and took                  
the bus for Ahmedabad as it was already getting late and we had to return back at the                  
same day. 
 
 

 


